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Xbox gaming chair with steering wheel

David – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design fun this seat not only improves the simulated driving experience significantly, but is built to last a lifetime! The material top is slit and heavy and the work is flawless. The instructions are clear, and the settings are such that I think anyone will
find a position that works for them. I'm 6'3, so I was afraid it might feel too small, but it wasn't a problem. It was also packed very carefully to prevent damage that may occur in transportation. Great product, and I highly recommend it! OldTechie – Us overall price/quality comfort fun design
we just got it and I helped my 12yo launch it. The assembly needs a bit of thought -- all the instructions are quite visual, and as long as you look carefully and think you shouldn't have a problem. The most confusing part was to figure out how to move the sliders (optional part) to be
installable. There's a loaded spring catch and instructions to tell you where to push to move it, but not exactly how to do it or how much force it needs. Blowing up extra from the catch area would have been helpful. Another useful tip would have been to connect the pedals and steering wheel
before sliding in the final sections. That said, he quickly went together and my son loves it. If the chair material (some kind of synthetic leather) keeps up well, I think it would be great. Henk - South Africa overall price/quality comfort pop design great product good service, fast delivery.
Michael – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design is fun this amazing product my son is so happy with. im so glad we bought it for him . He researched for months, and every time he read about it, he got more excited, we enjoyed every moment he read about it and kept saying I don't know,
and when his birth approached, we gave him the biggest surprise ever. He lunatic opened his big eyes and most importantly we delighted him and it was a memorable moment thanks to his playing hours. Dariaparhomenko - The overall latvian price/quality comfort design fun I order this
chair for my boyfriend like a new year now. I was very nervous about it because I didn't know anything about the ir videogames seat at all. I am very grateful to the playseatstore.come team that helped me order the right one. Once I received my order I was in shock because this is a big box
I could put the robot even in my car and it was bigger than :) But when I gave it to my boyfriend he was so surprised and happy that I realized that all my efforts were not aggressive. He's a profsonal actor, and if he says it's a dreaded chair, believe me, it's ;) Now even I sometimes play and
don't even want to get him back, what's really strange because I'm not interested in all the other games that are not connected with this seat. I avdise everyone to buy this chair and diversify your life + it looks very cool until They playnig it's not a very stylish piece of furniture!!! Marvino1975
– US Overall Price/Quality Comfort Design Fun Wow! What a great racing chair and fun. Makes all Forza games and even raleigh ones come to life. It's a great simulation for great price and ultra-fast and reliable transportation. I recommend this product to any racer out there or anyone who
just wants to have a fun cruise. Thanks playseat for a memorable experience. WiK - Hungary overall price/quality comfort design fun better price than Hungary. Thanks Martijn Phan Kekem - Holland Price overall/quality comfort design fun buying this chair a few days ago, and it's amazing!
This chair gives the race a completely different meaning. I think after a while your back hurts I'm not sure if this will improve if your race is so much, I have to see it happen. Also, the foot pedal bends slightly during hard braking, but it doesn't seem to break. This chair is amazing and should
have for any racer who wants to expand their setup, without paying much. Lane – U.S. generally price/quality design convenience is easy to order, imported in just a few days. The quality is impressive, easy to put together. I bought it for my granddaughter, I can't wait to see it until
Christmas. Rodney – U.S. generally price/quality comfort design fun I got a deal on the Logitech G920 on Black Friday, I wanted a racing SIM card from the first time I played forza but I had no idea where to get the race seat. I happened to find some Playseat review videos on YouTube. I
decided to take the plunge and I'm glad I had very easy playing seats to put together and it really well made much better than I expected, the only thing I think they can do to make it better involves a guide on how to ride wheels and petals. Logitech includes a little ad playseat ads but
neither has the charts show the holes and screws to use. Other than that Playseat is great! Pym-Holland generally price/quality comfort design fun buy my playseat 2 weeks ago after buying the Thrustmaster 300 GT RS earlier. I thought I'd be able to enjoy steering without a game seat, but
decided in the end to go into it as the match in the normal chair is hard and became uncomfortable for my back after 30 minutes. It came in a large box and the day after the order was delivered as promised. It took us about 15 minutes to collect the chair and prepare it for the match. The
manual is clear and easy to follow. It was also easy to connect the pedals and the stearing wheel to the game seat. After I did all this, it took me a while to determine the height of the wheel and the distance to the pedals from the chair. I'm 197 metres tall and have crazy long legs, but I didn't
have a problem setting it up according to my needs. After that I connected it to my PS4 and started playing Formula 1 2017. The first 30 minutes I had a big smile on my face that I couldn't believe how much fun it was. The whole setup just feels so natural and slick, it really gives you that
racing feel. I've always used racing games with my controller, but it's just kicks that experience out of the water. I know the price may seem a bit steep, but you are buying a quality product, which will remain in good shape for years. The chair looks amazing, feels great and allows you to
race for hours without any physical problems. It also helps you race more consistently. You'll be so relieved to play your match games, I guarantee you'll get better day by day. It's also so much fun when you're having friends over. I'm not sure about buying this product, but I did it anyway
and it doesn't regret that time. Is it recommended 10/10 to any enthousiast racing out there. Quality, recreation and service are crazy. You can't imagine how much you enjoy this blister yourself you've tried it! I hope to see you guys on the track! Ivan4777 - Italy Overall Price / Quality
Comfort Design Fun Postazione dai materiali solidi e stabili con un ottima flessibilita' per poter regolare il tutto in maniera comoda. . Comprato sul sito ufficiale perche' mi ha dato una buonissima imressione e infatti anche la spedizione e' stata fatta con cura ed e' stata precisa e puntuale.
Con Playseat il divertimento e' assicurato, e' ben fatto e pensato per durare nel tempo. Mi son sempre piaciuti i sim racing e Playseat con la sua postazione ha fatto in modo che si potesse realizzare un mio desiderio che avevo da tanti anni. Grazie Playseat, vi seguiro' anche in futuro,
curioso di vedere le vostre innovazioni. Max - Germany overall price/quality comfort design fun dear Playseat team, I got the Playseat Forza Motorsport seat for Christmas and it's pretty cool! The chair is comfortable and you can adjust it to the length of your arms and legs. The seat fits
perfectly with my Logitech steering wheel and pedal. I like that chair so much that I also use Playseat for computing and relaxing :-) In my opinion this chair is the best on the market! Max from Germany (11 yrs) Luca - Italy Overall Price / Quality Comfort Design Fun Sono appassionato di
videogiochi soprattutto di giochi motoristici, e da tempo stavo cercando una postazione. Questa la trovo molto ben fatta, comoda e avvolgente. La consiglio a tutti Luca - Italy Overall Price / Quality Comfort Design Fun Sono appassionato di videogiochi soprattutto di giochi motoristici, e da
tempo stavo cercando una postazione. Questa la trovo molto ben fatta, comoda e avvolgente. La consiglio a tutti Luca - Italy Overall Price / Quality Comfort Design Fun Sono appassionato di videogiochi soprattutto di giochi motoristici, e da tempo stavo cercando una postazione. Questa la
trovo molto ben fatta, comoda e avvolgente. La consiglio Totti CHAZ B - Uk overall price/quality comfort design fun Whar big racing chair. Premium quality. its easy to collect . It looks fantastic and very well made. Good communication and fast delivery. what if Looking for High quality big
price well made racing seats and then just buy game seats. you wont give up . 5 stars all the way from me David - Germany overall price/quality comfort design fun Ich habe mir sowohl Dan playseat motorsport als auch death passende Schiene. Der Aufbau deckte sich als brutal einfach
heraus. Im Prinzip hat eine Mittagspause ausgereicht um alles zu montieren. Der Seat ist super einstellbar. (sowohl Höhe Lenkrad, Entfernung Lenkrad, Pedal Abstand etc.) einziger kleiner Manko ist bei Zukauf einer Kupplung/Bremse hat man die Stange zwischen den Füßen und es ist
kaum möglich drei Pedale zu nutzen. Zusätzlich hat der Stuhl bereits nach zwei Wochen ein derbes quietschen beim ein und aussteigen. Dies kenne ich jedoch bereits von meinem alten Seat. Ich Qualität wirkt super hochwertig und das System ist pfiffig durchdacht. Fahre es mit einer
Fanatec CSL Elite und da wackelt nichts. Die Schiene für den Sitz ist ein Must have! Hat einen wirklich großen Bereich des verstellens. Alles in allem bin ich super zufrieden mit dem Kauf. clda55honk3y - US overall price/quality comfort fun design I picked up logitech G923 assuming I could
find a way to make it work without the right cockpit. oh , man , i was wrong . We tried a few things, none of them worked very well at all. So I take a look at Playseat as there is a handout in the Logitech box. I decided I liked what I saw, but I waited for Black Friday! Fast forward in about 2
weeks and I see the Forza version on sale! I took the opportunity and ordered it with slippery screen options and shifters! My son and I are Stoke! Then less than a week after holland arrived! The transport was amazing! I walked in and started putting it together. As we started zipping for the
back of the seat got stuck and finally broke. I don't have to say we were a little let down, I called playseat support and the response took a few days but it was worth it. As the representative stated they were sending me a new seat, this was 12/16 on Wednesday and yet again they came
through by turning on the fast transport. I got 12/18 replacement seats on Friday! 3 days again from the Netherlands! I am a PlaySeat client for my life I promise you that! Keep working amazing it's too often that amazing customer service can be found these days. Marcosacco87 - Italy
overall price/quality comfort fun design per il mio primo sedile ho scelto il migliore on commercio! Dopo averne visti molti, il Playseat è il migliore! Prezzo onesto e prodotto di ottima qualità! Consigliato!!! Marcosacco87 - Italy overall price/quality comfort fun design per il mio primo sedile ho



scelto il migliore on commercio! Dopo averne visti molti, il Playseat è il migliore! Prezzo onesto e prodotto di ottima qualità! Consigliato!!! Matt - U.S. overall price/quality comfort design is very happy fun, good value, shipped quickly. Assembly instructions were clear and easy to do. - US
price overall/quality comfort design fun buy this for my 11 year old guy for Christmas. He came too fast! I know he's gonna love her! Much. I will be buying the add-on ones at a later time. Flo - Germany overall price/quality comfort design is a great design fun, easy to assemble. Anyone who
still wants to attach accessories, e.B. Adjust the seat or shift holder, should read the instructions in a pre-article :-). Generally great product at reasonable price!! To improve seat stability, I may have to work a little bit more (.B under the chair). The command holder should also be set up a
little bit, as it is not quite... However a very good and recommended product, over all for the price. Hairy - Germany's overall price/quality comfort delivery design went fun fast and everything was packed tidy. The construction was completely effortless. The steering wheel and pedal
(Thrustmaster T300 RS GT) can be easily connected. You'll always find the right sitting position where command support in front of the pedals can interfere instead. its okay with me . Given the high weight of the steering wheel, there is always some movement there. Even more stability
would be ideal. Seat cushions and seating fountains seem a little too weak for me. I have about 90kg and I think you will feel the feathers quickly and they may quickly lose their tension but the next few months will show that. ALEX - Uk overall price/quality comfort design fun buying this as
part of the Black Friday event and I'm delighted to report over all it's a great product but not without those flaws. Frame the seat creaks every time you sit on it or move a little (I weigh only about 70kg) mount the steering wheel, leaning forward causing the central beam to bend always
slightly. unwanted movement . So it can do with some stabilizer to ride the wheel as it tends to lean that way you command... Apart from that minor black but it is a great product and is recommended for someone who doesn't use it every day but as a once in a while. Hollywood - U.S.
overall price/quality comfort design fun I've blown away at how amazing this race seat setup is. I love the authentic feeling that this is a setup. This channel will take me to another level. Your company makes an amazing product and the shipping speed was almost fantastic. Everything
about this setup is 100% complete. Please keep making these heinman - Germany generally price/quality comfort design fun my wife and I finally wanted to play a seat to Forza and Raleigh 2.0 and banged into Black Friday. 250€ uronen investment and a few days I was first supplied by
Fedex. Construction turned out to be basically simple and what has been positively considered is that the bars are very solid and massive. The chair itself is comfortable, only people with wider backs should dont take it . In the long run, then close a little bit of an awkward spot at the front
(you already know where) ;) However, I can still recommend chairs, because it provides a completely different feel, albeit in combination with the steering wheel, than the controller. I still have small feel labels that had been placed under the chair, as scratch protection for laminate. Brunes –
Canada received an overall price/quality comfort fun design just recently, my fast and great transportation from holland to Canada Quebec with excellent quality and very unbearable solid real build racing experience even better! Damiano - Italy General Price / Quality Comfort Design Fun
L'idea di acquistare un sedile mi ha sempre solleticato ed ora che diventata realt non mi aspettavo una del qualit genere, ne sono davvero soddisfatto! Sedile di ottima fattura con minuziosa attenzione per i dettagli, facile da montare grazie ad istruzioni semplici e precise! D'ora in poi
l'esperienza di gioco non sar' pi' la stessa, sar' di gran lunga migliore! Samplikment is fantastic. Golgo13 Overall Price / Quality Comfort Design Fun Love Me Playseat. It feels good and firm to set it any size and if you have a seat slider it's mega easy to change position. I recommend getting
a mat as well as slippery chairs! Dennis – Germany generally price/quality comfort design fun big racing chairs. The chair is very comfortable even when sitting for a long time. Considering the seat rails are even well suited for older people. Shipping is incredibly fast and well packed.
Immediately buy it again Dennis - Germany generally price/quality comfort design fun big racing chairs. The chair is very comfortable even when sitting for a long time. Considering the seat rails are even well suited for older people. Shipping is incredibly fast and well packed. Immediately
buy it again David - Spain overall price/quality comfort design fun el asiento muy comodo y i gusta mucho pero tuve que poner pedalier por delante de la columna direccion porque molestava para jugsr con total comodidad. Bugatti431 - Germany overall price/quality comfort design fun I am
incredibly satisfied with shipping and self-playseat. The chair arrived even a day earlier than shown (marked 3 days after 2 days). In itself, the theatre of the game also feels very good and of high quality. It's real in racing seat style, which makes driving with steering wheel on pc or console
more realistic and better. You can also set the seat perfectly for yourself (the pedals adjust both the length and angle of the pedals, you can adjust the seat properly and ultimately of course the height of the steering wheel). Pedals and steering wheels are easy to screw on braces designed
for this purpose and you can also adjust them easily. At first I had seen the rod in the middle as a small point of criticism, but it doesn't really bother while driving, because as I said, gut einstellen kann. sich der playseat ist auch robust und stabil gebaut, und wackeln tut auch nichts, wenn
man alles festgeschraubt hat. Fazit: Den Playseat empfehle ich für jeden, der mit etwas weniger Budget in die Welt vom Simracing einsteigen möchte. Außerdem ist der Playseat auch für wirkliche Simracerenthusiasten gut, da er wie gesagt wirklich stabil ist (Thrustmaster t300rs) und man
hat damit allemal sehr viel Spaß. Ein kleiner Tipp noch:baut den playseat zu zweit das ist deutlich leichter xD Andrea5288 - Italy Overall Price / Quality Comfort Design Fun La postazione è arrivata con una giornata di anticipo, facile da montare. Ora devo solo testarla in maniera
continuativa. Acquisto consigliatissimo Gravedance - Germany overall price/quality comfort design fun super games, very high comfort. Easy to build. High quality Stefydina - Italy general price / quality comfort design fun ho acquistato una playseat forza motor sport. Ottima struttura stabile
e abbastanza comoda. Ottima come prima struttura noooob0 - Austria's overall price/quality comfort design fun seat it's making itself well, the quality is very high and it makes the fub to drive with it. There are only 2 small problems. The first one is because the bar of the steering wheel you
can reach the break pedal if you have a pedal set with a clutch, with fanatec you can put it to the site so problem 1 is solved. Problem 2. The Wechat command bar stands on the wobblie wibblie, solving the problem with 2 stops on the right and left site of the command column conclusions.
Definitively well making seats with very high fun factor but wuth some baby problems that can prove easily just some stop by closing and spaced from the hole of the pedal platform a little bigger but very fun to play with and definitively should have if you have an endurance SIM driver like
me. Hold it:) It's the best !!! - U.S. general price/quality comfort design fun I bought this for my son for his birthday and he absolutely loves it! We attached it to logitech system (wheels, pedals &amp; wood shifts) and it's fully installed. The chair looks pretty real &amp; very comfortable. The
product shipped so quickly &amp; was in perfect condition when it arrived. Couldn't have been happier! Mechanics82 – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design fun if you looked like I did you in any other chair in order to avoid paying the high price of this one. I just want to say just stop eat it
and buy this one you don't regret it I don't want you with the other cheaper, low quality ones. This thing is made of all metal and heavy equipment. You can tell right out of the box that they're all out. All bolts and chastens are metallic. There is no plastic anywhere else and then the nodes
turn which are also of high quality. It's incredibly solid and can sit in for hours without being bothered. I'm so happy. My decision, and you will! Marcus - Germany overall price/quality comfort design fun Genialer Sitz. Ab 1,80 m Größe würde ich die Sitzschiene empfehlen. Geiles Quiz! Top
Qualität. Sehr stabil Mijanto - Czech Republic Overall Price / Quality Comfort Design Fun SeatIng Excellent Game! Alessandro - Italy overall price/quality comfort fun design I am very satisfied with the shipping time and arrival time of the package. 3 days from Holland to Italy. I decided to
take this model because, unlike others, it has a reinforced pedal rest. It also has removable cushions on the back. great... In 2 days I have a computer work station and besides I have to make an increase of at least 10 cm, from the table too high, but it is a solvable problem. I already have
the project in mind;) Now I leave it near the wall as seen in the photo. I'm really happy to have been purchased directly from them. The seriousness and accuracy of the company should be rewarded by us as buyers ... Probably by Christmas I will also buy a seat for pc games... Thanks to
PLAYSEATSTORE DougVickers56 - UK overall price/quality comfort fun design I am looking for a good quality set up to use F1 SIM driving. I looked at the different options available and decided that Playseat is the way to go. Then came the diagnosis of which one to buy. Playseat's range
of products is great and there's something for all budgets and needs. I finally settled on the evolution of the beause more straight seat position if better for me personally. It arrived very quickly and it was easy and fast to set up. The build quality is very good and it's solid without being too
heavy. I'm using the F1 elite CSL fanatic and it's perfectly installed. I dive a lot away on a lot of tracks and find it very comfortable. My machine control and speed have improved significantly since the use of evolution which is a great plus point for me. I drive every week in a league race
which means I'm in the seat for a while so it's important to be comfortable to be consistent. Do I recommend the evolution of Playseat? Yes I would, and I do now! Louis - Britain's general price/quality comfort design was fun over the months with my purchase, the chair was easy to set up,
with all the right nuts and bolts provided. its very bad . Well, it's worth the money! Randle - Australia's overall price/quality comfort product design is perfectly awesome fun. Very customizable, very solid and very compact. Easy to assemble StreetZ - US overall price/quality comfort design
fun bought this to start my SIM race journey and love it so far! It was great to have a realistic chair infamous bbc - Canada overall price/quality comfort design fun great build quality. have you tried some different chairs before this one . This chair is the best and all good. Andre - Canada
overall price/quality comfort design fun after doing research and deciding on evolution there is no regret. The chair is just plain the chair is comfortable . The setup was easy, the Logitec G29 fits, though 2 holes for the pedal are not quite the line - no big deal. I'm sharing seats with my kids
and it takes a few seconds to change/adjust the seat for driver changes. We also got seat sliders and fell that perfect setup nicely. Dave - Canada overall price/quality comfort fun design from order to worldwide delivery in 5 business days...... Super. Setting up the chair is easy, getting the
right position takes a bit of trial and error at the same time is fun. I'm an old man playing F1 on PS4 kids, he makes the game chair for me, and now I have jealous friends :) Willdabeast – US overall price/quality comfort design fun first I'd say this is my second playseat. My previous chair
was a challenge that I like this chair because it was folding and it made me great. it was easy . That said, the evolution of playseat is very strong and sturdy and easy to collect. The instructions were easy to follow. But it's a bit of time getting ues to, seating wider and easy to get in and out of.
I also like that you can adjust the pedals. Overall my lap time has dropped, I don't know if it's because of the new seat but I think it's probably because I'm so comfortable. i love it!! Willdabeast Forest – Britain's overall price/quality comfort design was the fun I looked at after the game seats
due to its rather unique set and evo seating profile (and is) perfect. The seating is comfortable for long periods of time, the build quality is very good, without wobble or playing on anything. The assembly's guidelines were easily followed and it took a while to get together. oh , and that
sounds great . On a side note I found the customer service team friendly and helpful. Highly recommended Bridge - Ireland's overall price/quality comfort design was fun it was well packed, it's easy to put together and I like the compact ability. I look great and not out of place in our sitting
room. It is generally a quality product and is recommended to anyone looking. KC 404 - U.S. overall price/quality comfort design fun when Cargo 1 arrives I think the former federal driver was more excited than I was. I was able to put it together with a little help in less than 1 hour. The seat
slider was a bit tricky but it did and it works like a charm. I had ordered the mat but didn't arrive with the first shipment, but it was there the next day by the same former federal driver. He was excited to know that I liked the chair, so I invited him to hammer, he loved the chair and pointed out
that he had done flight simulations and was going to check out Playseat! The mat really finished it all nicely and didn't save my flooring. Great Farrelllito product - Ireland's overall price/quality comfort fun design should admit seating is quite 10/10, very easy and quick to assemble. The chair
is very realistic and fun to use. Is highly recommended to anyone to buy a nice chair . Kva91 is the overall price/quality comfort fun design I've been using playseat for about 1 month now. Its setup was uproar and lasted about 30 minutes. The Thrustmaster T300rs can be installed on it
easily. The experience of racing with these Playseat got much better. After a few hours of racing, we don't have diggs or legpains, the chair barely moves while driving. The materials used are very convenient and durable. This is a one-time purchase (as long as you want to upgrade
ofcourse). Chairs can easily be adjusted from small kids to tall adults. Danielle - Australia overall price/quality comfort design fun seat forza motorsport patient look!! And it's easy to adjust by all sizes. It's worth 10,000%! #Inlove . cajun3x29 - U.S. overall price/quality comfort design fun I
bought this because my obutto is bulky and wanted to get something I could probably move around better... This fits the bill made of quality materials, ordered with seat sliders and shift holder, installations are relatively easy as the directives are. I think however the mountain shifter is
externally connected, but ended up getting the chair/mechanism slippery off again to do so... I had to look at the shifter's instructions along with the slippery instructions and the chair, and it was prevented, in general, I recommend this chair. It sits slightly below my Ubuto, but it's not a big
deal... I like this chair... I advise playseat people to add a button box or ride the keyboard as an accessory in the future.. I'm actually going to use my Obutto desk accessories to use my button box. Enrique – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design is a really good fun quality design. Easy
setup, free fast shipping. great connection . kfirmr - Israel overall price/quality comfort design amazing seating fun, great design and comfort, fits my living room and great works. Sam – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design fun I bought this item three days ago and today it reached my
house I put it together and its boom works great. Overall it was sold in the USA for $499.99 no free shipping tax but shipping from holland I paid $451.00 save $49.00 and was faster to transport from usa. I recommend this to everyone and buy it in the game store and you have 3 months
free racing. Julien – French overall price/quality comfort design fun is a must have for my Logitech G29. i love it. It's easy to assemble and it's good quality DeusExArtoo - US overall price/quality comfort design is fun it's expensive for what is basically a game? Sure it is, but the truth also is
that it really enhances my fun with Forza. Forza is my favorite arcade game and Playseat makes it feel like more than just a game. I'm seriously considering putting the subwoofer under the chair to enhance realism that much more. The only problem I've faced during the investigation.
Delivery and assembly was to add optional and customizable seat rails. Like others have written in their reviews, interpreting the intent of the Assembly directive can be a little difficult. but like everyone else , i get it . The two areas where I only gave 4 instead of 5 stars are comfort and
design, not because of the problems I faced but because I see room for improvement. For comfort, the back seat can use a little better padding (I'm willing to pay extra for upgraded padding). Either thicker or perhaps more dense padding (not sure it will be better). To design, I wish I could
tilt the bracket/padset on which the steering wheel sits. Adjusting wheel height works fine but the angle of the wheel is too vertical most of the time. I'd also like to pay for accessories that are used in construction similar to the bracket assembly used for pedals that allow me to change the
tilting angle of the wheel. One might argue that the upgrade can be found in the $2000 version of the seat. While it's true that high end seats are dramatically better (I had the opportunity to try one in a store), I can't justify the $1500 cost addition for what I consider inse chance
improvements. Overall? i have no regrets about buying . Also, I've ordered pedal brackets for gear shifters. Not because I'm using gear shifts however, but because I plan on connecting the cup holder. :) Captain Slowly - Canadian overall price/quality comfort design is fun well packed and
easy to assemble in just a few minutes. The chair is well built and very solid. If you have a steering wheel and pedal, you'll need one of these seats to complete the experience. I tried to use wheels and pedals with a table and it wasn't appropriate at all. Playseat is completely different and
very realistic. Easily customizable for my other family members too so we can all enjoy the drive! Pablo - Holland overall price/quality comfort design is very comfortable and amazing to play. It's a great choice, and I'm ready to play!!!. Easy to assemble and adjustable to all heights. This
makes you feel amazing when you are playing. Cesarebboy - Italy overall price/quality comfort design fun is the first time that I buy from playseat and I am very happy and surpresed about the quality and material of this product. I'm so glad to be a part of this wonderful world thank you very
Much Allaboutthedrive – US overall price/quality comfort design fun overall it's a very good seat. It can use a little more support on the pedal platform as it tends to move a bit when pushing on the pedal. It's very comfortable when racing, it's just a bit hard to get into. I'm not that big, step six,
£185. But I either have to fight to get into the chair if I have it set up with the steering wheel where I want it and the pedals where I want them. Or I didn't set it up and get in relatively easy, and then try to adjust When I'm sitting down. these are the only issues i have with this chair . Other
than that, it's made of very high quality materials, it's very comfortable, and it has a very good style. MasdeJennelle – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design fun the moment I saw this chair, I had to buy it. I received it very quickly from Europe to California in less than 6 days. The assembly
was easy, but had some tweeks made. It's such a centerpiece in my living room in front of my curved 65 Samsung TV. Please check my video on your chair. PMoney – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design is fun I bought forza chairs and the family are really enjoying it. Shipping was
very fast and used best in business at FedEx! Setting up the chair was very easy, the only thing I wish was that I bought the accessories and I think the main seat instructions should reference those because you don't want to build seats and then add up. You are better to do this once so
read the gear shift instructions before assembling the chair. A little longer than we should have taken I'd also like to see a few longer screws sent as with the logitech shifter I had to get two more from the hardware store. No big deal costs .50 cents, but just without any problems. With all
this, I hope to order another chair soon so that we can do two players together. Hopefully, Playseat will send discount coupons to loyal customers. I've had few seats this is by far the best on the market. I wish I'd discovered the actor sooner. Paul -Australia overall price/quality comfort fun
design I bought this chair to go with my Logitech G920 and glad I got it. The quality of the seat is amazing, it's easy to assemble and after a few races using it you wonder how you've ever raced with the joypad. I would recommend Playseat to any Forza or racing enthusiast. Also shipping to
Australia from platforms was incredibly fast, less than a week and very good price. marvino - US general price/quality comfort design fun this got to the best racing seat I owned and fried and my family couldn't get enough of having fun with it. The product was shipped incredibly fast, the
product was very neutered and well made. If you own a racing game, this seat is MUST and you don't regret it!!! tonykart18 – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design is a fun really amazed how well made this chair. The transport on it was too fast, my father didn't believe it came from the
Netherlands. OCgamer – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design is never fun with a racing controller again. Buy chairs, regulators and professional shift gear. High quality materials and manufacturing. Sitting comfortably working wheels, gas, brakes, clutch and shifters is a plunging cockpit
experience. It feels like body gloves that quickly sucks you in the game. Total adjustability. So impressive looking at me make it in our living room as a show when Not. Even the wife's fine with it. Because it looks so expensive and unique. No one else is even approaching the price of
Playseatstore. 48-hour delivery is not an exaggeration. I was involved in amatuer SCCA Racing years ago and this is the closest experience to the real thing. Love is able to get my fix whenever I want now. Thank you for a great product and an even better deal. Rick - US Overall
Price/Quality Comfort Design Fun My New Love PlaySeat! Playing makes Forza much more realistic. All quality materials are very high quality, easy to put together and very comfortable. I wish I had bought it much earlier. Logun – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design fun I bought this
chair for my husband for Christmas. He has loved it and his game room has all been set up. The kids love him, too. He sees the chair comfortable enough to pass for hours in, and loves the look of it. Jeff in Florida, USA - U.S. generally price/quality comfort design fun this chair is great! First
of all - it's fast here! That's what they mean when they say 48 hours! The seat was well packed, well protected to ensure no scratches or damage during transport. You can't seat this or anything like it at the same price anywhere! (Shipping included) I bought the seat slider for extra flexibility
and didn't add any extra complexity to the assembly. He went together in less than an hour. Good language neutral instructions. It's plenty solid and strong! My only disappointment was that I wanted to buy the full bundle but later realized that all the wheels/pedal products are only available
in the EU. So I had to do some hard search to find the products I wanted available in the USA. I got happy with my chair, slippery and worth me! If you're on the fence - go for it!! Stephen – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design is easy to put together. Added the Ferrari 458 wheel.
Anthony Excellent – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design is very happy with my seat.. i love it! I feel like I'm really driving Julz – U.S. overall price/quality comfort design fun I bought this for my boyfriend and he loved it. Immediately put it together and tried it. It's definitely worth the price.
Dart Ducati – US Overall Price/Quality Comfort Fun Design I've previously used the Playseat Challenge and decided to upgrade my experience to the evolution of Forza Playseat! What a difference! Not that playseat challenges are not high quality, but evolution is just that, evolving easily,
adjustability, and overall experience! I am a very tall person at 6 feet 7 inches tall and 225 pounds. I decided to buy playseat rail slider system along with professional shift gear add-on as well. Rail sliders were never necessary for me but I'm glad I bought them. I have a 38 inch inseam, and
I was able to reach the pedal with the slider all the way back, I even set the pedal all the way! Wow! Rails help with it From the mast significantly, and if you're someone else who doesn't play your size as much as possible on it, you don't have to move things until they're close to their size. I
let my friends play on it and he was 5 feet 10 inches and able to get comfortable just sliding the chair up a few inches. The setup was a little harder because I installed rails and shifters and build rigs all at once. That was mainly because I was trying to piece together 3 manuals, but overall it
was a fairly simple build. The overall time was about 1 hour to put everything together. My fanac wheels, pedals and shifters all drove right without any complications. Evolution came with screws when I needed to get everything fitted except nuts for the V3 Pedal Sports Club. The hole
installed the yarn pedal so I had to run lou to pick up 4 nuts. It's not a big deal at all, and it doesn't go down from the product at all. When I set things up and tested the rig driving on Forza 6, I was blown away. The seat is so comfortable that I spend about 6 hours driving to see if I can get
anything to shake free. Everything was rock solid stable and there was nothing remarkably moving at all. The pedal mounting plate is an incredibly heavy plate and I really took mashing the brake pedal to flex it, and even then, it didn't move enough to even feel it. While using my old setup,
Playseat Challenge, my legs get pain after a long session due to the limited setting of the pedal, but that's not the case with evolution. No pain and fatigue at all! In all, this product is worth every penny. Bigger than a normal person, I can appreciate that Playseat took folks my size to
consider for their product. It's not as usual for most things as I'm definitely in the minority. I'm more comfortable in the game seat than I am in my real car! All three of the products I bought came packed in the same box, and all 3 of the highest quality in construction and finish. The Forza
logo is very beautiful on the back and front of the embroidered chair and the white stitches look amazing with white accents in simulated leather on the chair as well. If you are on the fence about this product, don't be in the harvest, you won't be sorry! Jay – British overall price/quality
comfort design fun this is the first racing chair I've ever owned and it's such a great purchase. The delivery was quick and everything was well packed. Your real chair is relatively comfortable to sit in although you can become a bit agitated after a long period of time. I also find that the
steering column can get in the way of your legs moving between the pedals. But other than that the seat is bright spot, from the quality of the material used for the seat itself and the metal components, to the sewing for the Forza logo. It should simply have for racers. Mir Liu - China Overall
Price / Comfort Design Quality First of all, to say that the role of this product simply transcends my imagination, 1, can drive a car, 2. Can sit in front of the computer to watch videos, 3, material over expected quality. Second, the use of the process to feel great is great, over all previously
purchased racing chairs, with full tap steering pedal racing, 5 full points, thanks to Dutch manufacturers for creating such an excellent product, for Chinese fans also brought the entertainment platform. Kal price/overall quality comfort design fun I've always been a fan of Forza game, from
day one, so to be able to get the official Forza seating game is great! I traded an old Playseat® game chair for this special edition of Forza, so I already knew playseat® produced the perfect racing simulator seat but this version has such a good design that I had to this version. J. Baizley
Price/Overall quality comfort design fun I'm a big Forza fan and I wanted to finally take my own racing seat, after playing in the friends' chair. After doing some research I PlayseatStore.com and couldn't resist buying Playseat® Forza 2013. I can't say I'm disappointed because it feels great
sitting in the race chair, playing my favorite racing game. Now that I'm Playingeat® Forza 2013 I play almost every day and I can't wait for Forza 5 to come out next year! Ted Vengton price/overall quality comfort design is very, very happy with Forza 2013. Forza Motorsport is my favorite
racing game, and having Forza Motorsport brings the racing experience to a whole new level. So far, I think it's the best looking Playseat ever. I mean, just look at Forza 2013. He looks so professional and detailed. 86 user reviews |。 Go back up。
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